HIGHLIGHTS
Destroys Spots and Stains
Excellent for Commercial,
Industrial, Automotive or Household Carpets
Fortified with Enzymes for
“Bio Power”

C-SPOT RUN
Aerosol

Stops Odors at the Source

DESCRIPTION:

Pleasant Fragrance

This specially formulated carpet stain remover cleans
and degreases stains and spots on carpet. Effectively
eliminates stains due to oil, tar, grease, ink, lipstick,
marking pens, mud and dirt, mustard and ketchup,
urine and other pet stains, coffee, tea, vomit, soft
drinks, alcohol, blood and numerous other stains.
Inverted valve allows for easy treatment of floor
surface without kneeling or for easy access to confined
spaces. Concentrated stream allows product to be
sprayed directly where needed for easy treatment of
stains. Leaves a light pleasant scent to deodorize
carpet.

20 Ounce Can
TYPICAL PROPERTIES
Vapor Pressure:

N/E

Volatility:

N/A

Solubility:

Complete

Specific Gravity: 0.986

DIRECTIONS:
Vapor Density:
pH:

N/E

8.5

Evaporation Rate:

N/E

Physical Description:
Slightly cloudy, colorless
mist/spray with floral
fragrance
SAFETY CAUTIONS
Keep out of reach of children.
Do not puncture or incinerate
containers.
Do not store at temperatures
above 130 F.
Refer to MSDS for additional
safety information.

Shake can well before using. Invert can to spray.
FOR FRESH STAINS: Blot up excess liquid. Spray
evenly over stain to be removed. Do not over saturate
carpet. Allow time for product to penetrate stain. Blot
with clean damp cloth or sponge. Repeat process if
necessary. Allow area to dry, then vacuum to restore
pile if needed.
FOR OLD AND STUBBORN STAINS: Spray stain
thoroughly. Allow at least 60 seconds for product to
penetrate stain. Blot firmly with clean damp cloth or
sponge. Heavily soiled areas of grease, oil or ink may
require several applications. The use of a soft bristled
brush used in a circular motion will help release stubborn stains from carpet fibers.
NOTE: All carpets, especially wool, should be tested to
insure color fastness. Test on an inconspicuous area of
carpet. For light colored and/or low pile carpet test for
possible stain bleeding on a small portion of stain
before proceeding. Stains created by acids, dyes or
similar agents are generally permanent and may not be
affected by this product. Stains previously treated with
other chemicals may have been set and may not be
removed by this product.

HMIS RATINGS
Flammability
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ARROW - MAGNOLIA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
2646 Rodney Lane
Dallas, Texas 75229
Toll Free: 800.527.2101
Fax: 972.484.2896
www.arrowmagnolia.com
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aerosol flooring products

Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia
has helped people solve
their cleaning and maintenance problems with the
finest products available
today.

